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Scientific summary

P rotein biomarkers in body fluids that have demonstrable associations with the activity and outcomes of a
wide range of diseases are now being identified by modern proteomic technologies. They may be simple,

accessible, cheap and safe tests that can inform diagnosis, prognosis, treatment selection, monitoring of
disease activity and therapy. They may substitute for or augment more complex, invasive and expensive tests.
However, their substantial potential to improve patient care and health service provision is not yet being
realised because the pathway linking biomarker research to health services research is still quite poorly
defined. Liver and renal diseases generate huge and growing patient and service burdens and are amenable
to biomarker application.

Our programme consisted of three workstreams that relate to the development pipeline for new biomarkers
in renal and liver diseases and aimed to create a framework for research and innovation in this area:

1. workstream 1, methodology – to define current best practice and explore innovations, particularly in
relation to the use of biomarkers to monitor disease activity

2. workstream 2, clinical translation – to create and evaluate a framework of practice, samples and clinical
data to rapidly identify protein biomarkers with the appropriate analytical and clinical validity and
performance characteristics to justify evaluation of their clinical utility in the health service in liver and
renal diseases

3. workstream 3, ELF to Uncover Cirrhosis as an Indication for Diagnosis and Action for Treatable Event
(ELUCIDATE) randomised controlled trial (RCT) – a RCT on an established biomarker test, the ADVIA
Centaur® Enhanced Liver Fibrosis (ELF) test (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics Ltd, Camberley, UK), for
liver fibrosis and cirrhosis, for which clinical evidence for its potential value in chronic liver disease
(CLD) is excellent, to determine whether or not its use will sufficiently alter the diagnostic timing and
subsequent management of cirrhosis of the liver in order to change the process of care and reduce
serious complications and improve outcomes for patients and service provision.

We assembled an outstanding internationally recognised multidisciplinary team of methodologists,
clinicians, clinical biochemists, statisticians and marker scientists to deliver these workstreams.

The methodology workstream evaluated published evidence on the quality of recommendations for using
prostate-specific antigen (PSA) to monitor patients with prostate cancer, systematically reviewed the use of
RCTs to evaluate monitoring strategies, reviewed the monitoring biomarker literature and how monitoring
can have an impact on patient outcomes and conducted simulation studies to evaluate monitoring strategies
and how monitoring strategies can meet the requirements to improve the value of health-care services.
These studies confirmed that the literature on the use of biomarkers in monitoring diseases is modest in
scale and robust conclusions are infrequent and we recommend improvements in research practice.

We considered the guidelines that are available for using PSA measurement to monitor patients after they
have received either radical surgery or radical radiotherapy for localised disease. The guideline methods
were assessed using a formal research evaluation framework, which examined the systematic search
methods used in the studies, the selection criteria, the clarity of the formulation of recommendations,
the consideration given in the recommendations to relevant issues around monitoring, the explicit nature
of the use of evidence, the use of external review and the description of updating procedures. Of the
nine main guidelines evaluated using an objective scoring system, the rigour of guideline development
varied, with the best score obtained for the 2008 National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE)
guidelines. Only one guideline modified its recommendation to reflect the fact that a single PSA measurement
may be technically unreliable and it did so by recommending retesting within 2 months. Three guidelines
recommended the use of the same assay on every test occasion. Only four guidelines attempted to justify the
interval between tests that they recommended. Overall, there was evidence of considerable inconsistency in
guideline recommendations for the use of PSA measurement, even when they were published within a few
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years of each other. We concluded that general failings in the guideline development process are likely to
contribute significantly to the variations between published guidelines. Only the NICE and Australian Cancer
Network guidelines cited handbooks on guideline development. It was notable that these guidelines scored
relatively well on the evaluation instrument used in our study.

Randomised controlled trials of monitoring regimens are challenging to design and deliver. Such trials are
complex and involve serial testing. There are complex interactions between repeated test results, clinical
decisions based on these results, the response of clinicians to the results and, of course, the identification
through long follow-up times of important patient outcomes. We conducted a methodological review of
RCTs of monitoring. Although the target sample size was 60 RCTs, after a comprehensive search 120 titles
were selected for further evaluation. Following full-text review, 49 trials published in 58 publications
were selected for inclusion. Cancer, followed by cardiovascular disease and renal disease, were the
most frequently reported topics. Half of the trials evaluated patient-related primary outcomes, one-third
evaluated the impact on mortality and half aimed to report the impact of the monitoring strategy on the
detection of new or recurrent disease. Process of care outcomes were evaluated primarily in relation to the
number of patients treated in the different trial arms or the time taken to arrive at that treatment. Twelve
trials reported statistically significant effects of monitoring on the primary outcome. Only limited attention
was given to the test properties and intervention effectiveness in the populations of interest before the
trials were undertaken. There was a lack of detailed description of the protocols for trial monitoring and
considerable evidence for a lack of compliance to the monitoring strategies. The impact of the monitoring
strategies on clinical behaviours, such as whether to administer treatment or withhold treatment, was not
always consistent with the test results. It appeared that the monitoring test was treated by clinicians as a
guide to possible changes rather than as a definitive indication for a particular change in care. There was
an apparent lack of power to detect significant effects in the studies as a whole.

We reviewed the literature on monitoring strategies used to direct the care of patients with recurrent or
progressive disease. After a formal search and filtering, the literature was categorised and tabulated.
The review identified a limited amount of methodological literature on monitoring strategies. We then
focused on the relationship between the monitoring care pathway and the points in that pathway where
monitoring might be expected to affect patient outcomes. Three identified frameworks for this were
reviewed. Clinical trials of relevance were grouped into three main categories: (1) new monitoring strategies
vs. existing strategies; (2) a monitoring strategy vs. immediate treatment; and (3) a monitoring strategy vs.
no monitoring. Differences in study design from the use of biomarkers for screening and diagnosis were
evaluated. Monitoring strategies considered included (1) detection of significant clinical change earlier
than in conventional practice to deploy treatment early; (2) to reduce the invasiveness and cost of testing;
(3) to reduce the volume and frequency of testing; (4) to reduce overtreatment; and (5) to delay or avoid
treatment. The analysis led to the recommendation that a test validation paradigm be adopted in which a
number of methods are used to determine whether or not the results of a test are going to be meaningful
in practice and generate benefits for patients. RCTs will be needed in some settings but this level of
evidence will not always be essential. Strategic approaches need to be multidisciplinary, involving evaluation
of the performance of the tests in the laboratory, rigorous study design and analysis and close collaboration
with clinicians and biochemists to determine the appropriate technical and clinical options for evaluation
and the probability of changing clinical behaviours with test results.

We describe simulation studies as well as the impact of the simulation studies on the conduct, redesign
and extension of the ELUCIDATE trial. Data sources were not always adequate for comprehensive
simulation until quite late in the progress of the programme and ELUCIDATE trial. The modelling work
allowed the accurate calculation of power based on observed and predicted event rates. This allowed trial
recruitment to be completed, the reporting of process of care outcomes and the initiation of long-term
follow-up strategies from health-care informatics sources.

Introducing new biomarkers into clinical practice to promote the introduction of a more personalised,
precise and stratified approach to patient management requires evaluation of the characteristics of the
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tests and their impact on clinical outcomes and the quality and cost of the care delivered. There is
tremendous pressure to increase the efficiency of health-care systems by introducing cost-effective new
tests. The elimination of unnecessary tests is being explored. We focused especially on the role of
monitoring tests and methods to evaluate their health economics. We compared the use of conventional
clinical utilities with an approach based on cost-effectiveness, described the framework for characterising
personalised medicine technologies and drew on an existing method for optimising diagnostic tests to
meet cost-effectiveness targets and extended this to monitoring tests. This work demonstrated, among
other things, that the cut-off points used for a test when used repeatedly for monitoring may under some
circumstances be different from those used when the test is used for diagnosis.

The findings were formulated to be shared with patients, who strongly endorsed the need for robust and
conclusive research in this area and for improved communication about test results between clinicians
and patients.

The clinical translation workstream focused on the analytical and clinical validity of tests in renal disease.
Prospective cohorts were established for renal cell carcinoma (RCC) and renal transplantation (RT), with
samples and patient data obtained from multiple NHS centres and the samples and patient data from
workstream 3 (liver disease) curated. The recruitment of patients to obtain high-quality samples and clinical
data was challenging but was ultimately completed to target. These resources provide, and will continue to
provide, a rapid-access resource for evaluating the validity of biomarkers that are candidates for evaluation to
see whether or not they can improve NHS services. To identify tests to be evaluated using this resource, all
candidate biomarkers for RCC and RT were identified from the literature, the quality of the studies was
evaluated and selected biomarkers were prioritised. Four selected biomarkers were studied further by rigorous
evaluation of the validity of the tests and evaluation of their performance within the workstream 2 sample/
data cohorts. Systematic evaluation of tests relevant to RCC in the literature suggested that osteopontin
(OPN), vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF), carbonic anhydrase IX (CAIX) and C-reactive protein (CRP)
should be prioritised and evaluated further. For RT, the most promising serum biomarkers for the early
detection of delayed graft function appeared to be neutrophil gelatinase-associated lipocalin (NGAL), serum
cystatin C and serum aminoacylase-1, previously discovered by our group. The performance of available
assays for the four prioritised biomarkers (VEGF, CAIX, OPN and NGAL) was rigorously evaluated, including
pre-analytical aspects and verification protocols. Therefore, specific biomarker technical evaluations were
performed for all of the biomarkers studied within the programme. The important technical aspects of
evaluating biomarker assays are illustrated in these studies as well as the critical importance of the principle
that all assays must be technically robust before being employed in NHS diagnostics or in clinical trials.
Without assay characterisation and validation as part of the early phase of biomarker translation the field
will continue to move slowly and waste resources. High-quality biobanking and detailed consideration of
pre-analytical factors are essential in this field. The four RCC biomarkers evaluated in the cohorts showed
promise but, after multivariate analysis, at this stage we can demonstrate only that CRP has added value to
the established panels of tests and clinical data (the Leibovich score) used in RCC practice. More importantly,
however, we have demonstrated how to establish a streamlined approach to new biomarker validation.
The duration of follow-up was a limitation of the cohorts but we were able to substantiate several existing
findings and identify biomarkers that may be taken forward for clinical utility studies.

The ELUCIDATE trial workstream involved the design, conduct and analysis of a trial that registered
1303 patients with CLD and randomised 878 patients out of a target of 1000. The trial started late and
recruited slowly initially. However, the trial team identified and opened additional centres, clinicians
recruited patients energetically in most centres and new modelling techniques and data collection
approaches were introduced by the team so that the trial ultimately recruited an adequate number of
patients to provide good statistical power to answer the key clinical questions. Analysis showed that,
within the trial, the use of the ELF monitoring strategy altered the patient process of care and led to the
introduction of tests that will identify patients who should benefit from the early introduction of
interventions to manage serious complications and improve outcomes. The ELUCIDATE trial was an
‘exemplar’ trial that has demonstrated the challenges of evaluating biomarker strategies in ‘end-to-end’
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RCTs, in which patients are randomised between a new monitoring strategy and conventional care and
are then followed up through to ultimate end points including survival. Its lessons will inform future
study design.

There were significant interactions between the three workstreams. Workstream 1 gave the programme
investigators a clear insight into the historical, methodological and study design challenges within this
field and the scope of previous contributions. Innovations in study design, simulation strategies and the
applications of health economic methods to evaluating monitoring tests were developed. These informed
the revision of the study design for the ELUCIDATE trial and provided innovative approaches to power
calculations based on pre-existing published cohorts and the early trial data. Workstream 2 showed clearly
the importance of rigorous assay evaluation. This informed the development of the ELUCIDATE trial and
in particular the work to re-evaluate the performance of the ELF test in the context of intra-laboratory
variation and inter-laboratory variation. The challenges of delivering the ELUCIDATE trial have informed
our recommendations for future methodological approaches. The interactions between workstreams bring
out the advantages of developing the clinical cohorts and conducting the RCT within the context of a
programme, which included a strong multidisciplinary team of methodologists, clinical biochemists, triallists
and clinicians. However, incorporating all three workstreams in a single programme also meant that the
work of the programme as a whole was potentially prone to delays. For instance, delays in the recruitment
of the cohorts and in the set-up of and recruitment into the ELUCIDATE trial limited our ability to feed
back substantial bodies of data, and the outcome evaluation, from the RCT to the methodology
workstream.

The findings from the three workstreams were used to synthesise a strategy and framework for future
biomarker evaluation by the investigators, with a defined pipeline and innovative contributions to study
design, health economics and health informatics, which became the basis of a successful application to
become one of four National Institute for Health Research (NIHR) Diagnostic Evidence Co-operatives
in England.

Trial registration

This trial is registered as Current Controlled Trials ISRCTN74815110, UKCRN ID 9954 and UKCRN ID 11930.

Funding

Funding for this study was provided by the Programme Grants for Applied Research programme of
the NIHR.
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